
The Beach Ed Song 
by Simon Kay 

 
Intro - E, G#, A, A 

 
E                      G# 

I’m a lifeguard, He’s a lifeguard 
 

A                E 
Swimming in the sea can be pretty hard 

 
E               G# 

If you’re ever in trouble, just put up your hand 
 

A               A 
I promise to bring you back to the sand 

 
E                 G# 

I’ll pull you out of the sea, put you in my IRB 
 

A                   B 
Cheer you up with a hot cup of coffee 

 
 
 

E                   G# 
I’m going to teach the 10 surf safety rules 

 
A                 E 

If you don’t learn them you can only swim in the pools 
 
 
 

E                     G# 
1-Between the flags is where you should always swim 

 
A                        A 

Otherwise your future could look #grim 
 
 

E                 G# 
2-Always have an adult watch over you 

 
A                  E 

It’s even better if there are two 
 
 

E                       G# 
3-If a lifeguard gives you a piece of advice 

 
A                         A 

Make sure you listen or you will pay the price 
 



E                     G# 
4-Never swim or surf alone 

 
A         E 

I shouldn’t have to say that is pretty well-known 
 
 

E      G# 
5-If in doubt don’t go out 

 
A           B 

Even if it’s really hot because of the drought 
 
 
 

E               G# 
I’m a lifeguard, he’s a lifeguard 

 
A             E 

Swimming in the sea can be pretty hard 
 

E          G# 
If you’re ever in trouble just put up your hand 

 
A           A 

I promise to bring you back to the sand 
 

E             G# 
I’ll pull you out of the sea, put you in my IRB 

 
A        B 

Cheer you up with a joke, and then we’ll all say hehe 
 
 
 

E                     G# 
6-Slip, slop, slap and wrap, be sun smart 

 
A                        A 

Otherwise your skin will turn as red as your heart 
 
 

E                 G# 
7-Make sure you can recognise a rip 

 
A                  E 

It’s seriously dangerous once they get a grip 
 
 

E                       G# 
8-Always make sure your equipment is correct 

 
A                         A 

Otherwise you will float away and end up shipwrecked 
 



E                     G# 
9-Never swim when you’re tired or cold 

 
A         E 

Cause then hypothermia will grab a hold 
 
 

E      G# 
10-Consider all the other surf users 

 
A           B 

As a collision with a surfer will leave you with bruises 
 
 
 

E                      G# 
I’m a lifeguard, He’s a lifeguard 

 
 

A                E 
Swimming in the sea can be pretty hard 

 
E                 G# 

If you’re ever in trouble, just put up your hand 
 

A               A 
I promise to bring you back to the sand 

 
E                 G# 

I’ll pull you out of the sea, put you in my IRB 
 

A                   B 
Cheer you up with your favourite lolly 

 
 
 

E                G# 
It’s important to know how to swim in the sea 

 
A              A 

If you want to be as cool as me 
 
 
 

E               G# 
Now can anyone tell me all of the rules? 

 
A                  B 

Or is this just a class full of fools. 


